WORD LIST

VOCABULARY FROM CLASSICAL ROOTS

Strategic Vocabulary Instruction through Greek and Latin Roots

Grades 4–11

Book 6
addictive (3) admit (9) antisocial (6) association (6) audible (2) audience (2) audition (2) auditorium (2) autobiography (5) autograph (5) avocation (3) biography (5) colonize (15) commander (11) commemorate (6) contradict (3) contradictory (10) contrary (10) contrast (10) controversial (10) cosmopolitan (13) decrease (7) dejected (7) demote (7) denominator (7) deportation (9) descend (7) dictation (3) dictator (3) dissociate (6) dissolve (11) divert (10) emit (9) envision (1) flamingo (14) flammable (14) gene (13) generalize (15) generation (13) generosity (13) geography (5) horrible (15) identifiable (15) illegible (15) inaudible (2) inflammation (14) inspire (14) international (13) management (11) maneuver (11) manicure (11) manual (11) manuscript (11) megaphone (2) memento (6) memorandum (6) memorial (6) metropolitan (13) missile (9) mission (9) nationality (13) naturalize (13) omit (9) paragraph (5) perspire (14) phonics (2) photogenic (14) photosynthesis (14) policy (13) politician (13) portable (9) portfolio (9) postscript (5) predict (3) predictable (15) prescription (5) prospect (1) rapport (9) remembrance (6) respect (1) respiration (14) reverse (10) revise (1) saxophone (2) scribe (5) script (5) socialize (15) society (6) sociologist (6) soluble (11) solution (11) solvent (11) spectacular (1) spectator (1) spirited (14) stereophonic (2) subdue (7) subheading (7) submerge (7) submit (9) subscription (5) subside (7) subsistence (7) supervise (1) symphony (2) telephoto (14) trivialize (15) verdict (3) versatile (10) version (10) versus (10) vertebrate (10) visible (1) visor (1) visualize (15) vocal (3) vocalist (3) vocalize (15) vocation (3)